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I was not delivered to this world in defeat and there was no failure course in my veins. I wouldn't hear those crying and complaining because their disease is contagious. A slaughterhouse of failure is not my destiny. Life's prizes are at the end of each journey, not close to the beginning. And it is not given to me to know how many steps I need to take to achieve my goals. Failure, I
might still encounter in the thousandth step, but success is hiding behind the next bend in the road. I don't know how close it is unless I turn the corner. You'll be likened to raindrops washing up mountains, tiger-eating ants, stars brightening the earth, and slaves making pyramids. I build my castle with one brick at a time, because I know that small attempts will be repeated and
any business will be completed. I will last until I succeed. I will never consider defeat and I will remove such words and phrases from my vocabulary, stop, cannot, impossible, impossible, out of the question, improwise, fail, ununable to work, desperate, and retreat. I struggle and I endure. I remember the ancient law of the average, and I would bend it to my good. Just frowning at
each of the times I met, I was only ready for a smile to come. Each misfortune I encounter is going to carry the seeds of good luck tomorrow. I must have a night to appreciate the day. I often have to fail to succeed only once. I will last until I succeed. I will never allow a day that ends in failure. Therefore, I will plant the seeds of tomorrow's success and gain insurmountable
progress against those who stop working at a given time. When others stop their struggle, my mine begins and my harvest fills up. Nor will I allow yesterday's success to tempt me into today's complacency. I greet the new sun with the conviction that this will be the best day of my life, forgetting the events of the day they disappeared, whether good or bad. As long as there is a
breath in me, I will last longer. For me to know one of the principles of success - if I persist long enough, I will win. I will last! Every day I am tested by bravery and a willingness to charge despite blade stings and a bull-like life where I get stung by Picador in battle. If I persist, if I keep charging forward, I will succeed. Great parable to remember and share others. So much wisdom in
this scroll and fits so perfectly in my life right now. Never give up and try again until I succeed. A step at the time, a blow to the blade against a strong orc, and even the greatest task is accomplished. I am not a sheep waiting to be thrust by a shepherd. I'm a lion and I.Talk, walk, sleep with sheep. A slaughterhouse of failure is not my destiny each step I take, I will continue to move
forward, to greener pastures. Every time I fail, I have a chance of success. I don't know when that will happen until I take the next step and then take another step. Never give up while honing your way of thinking and expressing positivity. I would see every challenge as an opportunity to take on a storm and develop the skills to win. Even if you're tired, lost, or willing to give up, I
recommend you try again. We will never allow a day to fail. When others rest, I move forward. It also blurs my vision and allows me to succeed in falling into complacency. I meet with the same enthusiasm and tenacity every day and make the day the best day of my life. I persist and I win from * Scroll Mark III, Ogmandino, the greatest salesman in the world. Page 2 Page 3 Page 4
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pages 21 pages 21 pages 22 pages 23 pages 24 pages 25 pages 26 Scroll marked III I will last until I succeed. In the Orient young bulls are tested for fight arenas in a certain way. Each is bringed into the ring and you can attack picadors stabbing them in Reims. The bravery of each bull is carefully assessed according to the number of times he shows his willingness to charge,
despite the blade sting. Therefore, I recog-nize that every day I am tested by life in the same way. If I persist, if I keep trying, if I keep charging forward, I will succeed. I will last until I succeed. I was not delivered to this world in defeat and there was no failure course in my veins. I am not a sheep waiting to be thrust by a shepherd. I am a lion and I refuse to talk, to walk, to sleep
with sheep. Let them join the sheep. A slaughterhouse of failure is not my destiny. I will last until I succeed. Life's prizes are at the end of each journey, not close to the beginning. And it is not given to me to know how many steps I need to take to achieve my goals. Failure, I might still encounter in the thousandth step, but success is hiding behind the next bend in the road. I don't
know how close it is unless I turn the corner. Always I would take another step. If it's useless, I'm taking another one. In reality, one step at a time is not too difficult. I will last until I succeed. Therefore, I consider daily efforts as a blow to my blade against the mayy orcs. The first blow is caused byAmong the wood, secondly and thirdly. A blow may seem trivial in itself and with no
consequences. But from a childish swipe the orcs eventually end up tambre. So it will be with my efforts today. I resemble a drop of rain washing away a mountain. Ants eating tigers. A star that brightens the earth. Slaves building pyramids. I build my castle with one brick at a time, because I know that small attempts will be repeated and any business will be completed. I will last
until I succeed. I will never consider defeat and I will remove such words and phrases from my vocabulary, stop, cannot, impossible, impossible, from out of the quession, improbs, failures, unmanable, desperate, and retreat; I avoid despair, but if this disease of the mind needs to infect me, I will tackle in despair. I struggle and I endure. I ignore the obstacles at my feet and keep
my eyes on the goal on my head because I know where the arid desert ends and the green grass grows. I will last until I succeed. I remember the ancient law of the average and I would bend it to my good. I keep knowing that every time I sell, my chances of success increase at the next attempt. Each nay I hear will approach the sound of Jesus. Just frowning at each of the times
I met, I was only ready for a smile to come. Each misfortune I encounter will carry the seeds of good luck tomorrow. I must have a night to appreciate the day. I often have to fail to succeed only once. I will last until I succeed. I will try, try and try again. I think of each obstacle as just a detour to my goal and a challenge to my profession. I sustain and debeloop my skills by learning
to weather the wrath of each storm as Mariner develops him. I will last until I succeed. Therefore, I learn and apply the secrets of people who are good at my work. When every day is over, it's not about success or failure, it's about trying to achieve another sale. When my thoughts beckon my tired body towards the house, I resist the temptation to leave. I'll try again. I try to close
with another win, but if it fails, I'll make something else. I will never allow a day that ends in failure. Therefore, I will have an insurmountable advantage over those who plant the seeds of tomorrow's success and stop working at a given time. When others stop their struggle, my mine begins and my harvest fills up. I will last until I succeed. Nor will I allow yesterday's success to
tempt me into today's complacency. I greet the new sun with the conviction that this will be the best day of my life, forgetting the events of the day they disappeared, whether good or bad. As long as there is a breath in me, I will last longer.Now I know one of the biggest principals of success. If I last long enough, I will win. I will last. I win. Og Mintino [original source here] Thank
you for your vote! Support.
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